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Read to a Child Program

• Title I Primary Schools

• Participation: Partner Up! 
– Books

– Adopt a school

– Read to a Child
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Title ISchool wide programs are in schools where 50% or more of the children are receiving free and reduced lunches.  All students in school wide program schools can be served.  School wide programs can combine Title I funds with federal, state and local funds to improve school programs.Participation – business participate through “Partner Up”1. BooksDonate books or funds to purchase books for the RTAC program2. Adopt a schoolProvide school supplies, hats, mittens, clothing, etc for children in need3. Read to a Childvolunteers in schools read with a student once a week for 30 minutes



Research Question

• How does involvement with the Read to a 
Child Program construct an understanding of 
moral education? 



Thesis

• Through qualitative analysis of interviews with
Read to a Child Program volunteers and staff, 
this study examines how an understanding of 
education and morality are developed through
the family institution.  



Literature Review

• Poverty
– Kellet (2009)

– Hemphill and Tivnan (2008) 

– Connor, et al. (2009)

– Walker‐Dalhouse and Risko (2008)

• Vocabulary & Literacy Programs
– Sinatra (2008)

– Little and Hines (2006)
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Poverty Kellet (2009)Nearly 1/5th of children (in poverty) reported never receiving help with homeworkDistractions – tv, music, swearing (as compared to affluent peers) Hemphill and Tivnan (2008) 43% of low-income fourth graders from large urban districts read at their basic grade levelParents of young low-income children are less likely than middle-class parents to engage in conversations and book-reading routines that promote school-relevant language and literacy skillsReinforces need for programs and assistanceConnor, et al. (2009)Children do not receive enough literacy instruction in the primary grades to achieve the proficient reading skills Walker-Dalhouse and Risko (2008)Homeless children75% of US homeless children perform below grade level in reading �Vocabulary & Literacy ProgramsSinatra (2008)Vocabulary development is important Receptive vocabulary – words understood when heard or read Expressive or productive vocabulary – appropriate use of words when speaking or writingREAD ALOUD METHOD increases vocabulary results Active involvement = engagement = improved comprehension levelsLittle and Hines (2006)Also support read-aloud methodWhen children chose their own books, increased engagement in reading process



Literature Review

• Understanding Volunteerism
– Wilson (2000)

– Hall, Schmidt and Vettern (2009)

• Volunteers in the schools
– Fredericks and Rasinski (1990)

– Volkmann and Bye (2006)

– Williams, Thorogood and Jones (2002)
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Understanding VolunteerismWilson (2000)Volunteering = any activity which time is given freely to benefit another person, group, or organizationEducation level is strongest predictor of volunteer demographics Gender in Europe is not a strong predictor, but in North America, females are more likely to volunteer than men Racial differences: 51.9% whites, 35.3% blacks had volunteered in the month prior to the study Hall, Schmidt and Vettern (2009)Baby Boomer generation = 88% attended some college (higher than previous generations) �Volunteers in the schools – allow for more attention for more students, students are more likely to participate Fredericks and Rasinski (1990)Volunteers extend and support the goals and objectives of the classroomVolkmann and Bye (2006)Students with an adult reading partner were more likely to attend school on the scheduled reading daysWilliams, Thorogood and Jones (2002)Students’ enthusiasm increased with interactions of volunteers 



Moral Education Theory

• Emile Durkheim (1961) 
– Discipline

– Attachment to a Social Group

– Autonomy

• Kevin Ryan (1986)
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Emile Durkheim (1961) – father of the sociology of education Function of education to develop future generations, to socialize the children to meet the needs of the emerging modern societyDisciplineStudents learn to conform to moral ideal shaped by societySchools expect students to adhere to the rules which will prepare them for social normsAttachment to a Social GroupFirst with family, then small groups of chosen friendsSchool assembles childrens into common groups, teach social skills & provide transition between small groups & larger societyAutonomyIndependence & individual understanding of rulesSelf-sufficiencyIf individual expresses autonomy, school fully prepared individual �Kevin Ryan (1986)Critique of DurkheimDurkheim = rules & regulations to instill valuesRyan = moral conversations to understand moral values of society Supports service learning & experience outside classroom to practice moral values as members of society beyond the school



Methodology
• Six face‐to‐face qualitative 
interviews

• Two gatekeepers

• Purposive and snowball sampling
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Methodology
• Six participants

– Five females, one male

– Five Caucasians, one African‐
American

– Three volunteers, two SBCSC staff, 
one SBCSC teacher

– Ages 36‐73; Average 54.5

– Education levels: 2 some college, 2 
bachelor’s degrees, 2 master’s or 
professional degrees



• Importance and Symbolism of reading in one’s
adult life

• Familial influences

• Understanding of moral education

• Volunteers vs. Staff

Findings
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Importance and Symbolism of reading in one’s adult lifeAll participants mentioned reading as a part of their daily lives Reading is a skill to prepare for working life« If you can’t read, you can’t do anything »Examples: reading the menu, reading directions in a manual\Reading = being an informed citizenReading = opportunity to activate the imagination �Familial influences4 out of 6 participants made direct reference to the doubt of parental involvement with reading Contrast, family was consistent theme for participants – morals & values 4 participants immediately answered parents were main influence of morals and values2 participants  claimed family �Understanding of moral educationVolunteers – 2 volunteers: hard work  & strictness (or rules), 3rd volunteer with education background: students learn consequencesStaff – education begins at home; teacher = role model upholding moral code established at home�Volunteers vs. StaffMotivation for involvementVolunteers – desire to help & give back to community Staff – instill the joy of reading Staff onlyAssessments – when students pass I-STEP it is a highlight of the program; teacher – good test taking does not equal good educationVolunteers onlyInvolvement with students – excitement, students are excited to see the volunteer, positive impacts 



• Baby Boomer generation & education level
predicts volunteering

• Students’ enthusiasm increased due to 
interactions with volunteers

• Students’ are being prepared to enter the 
social world 

• Strengths & Weaknesses

Discussion
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Baby Boomer generation & education level predicts volunteering�Students’ enthusiasm increased due to interactions with volunteers�Students’ are being prepared to enter the social world �Strengths & Weaknesses



Questions? 

Thank you! 
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